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Introduction

Up until now we were talking about "general" network security and
e-mail security. However the situation is a bit different if we want to
discuss wireless security. The reason for this is that a traditional,
offline wired network has a "strong, built-in protection", which is the
cable itself. If the attacker is not able to connect to the network, then
he/she is not able to launch attacks (of course by using e.g. social
engineering skills, he/she can launch offline attacks, where the
preinstalled program does its job). However for a wireless network, it
is enough for the attacker "to be close" to the company building. Thus
it is very important to have additional security defense mechanisms
for these networks.
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Problems with wireless devices

Channel: as was mentioned before, the "broadcasting" nature of
wireless communications is more suspectible to eavesdropping,
jamming, active attacks.

Mobility: since the wireless devices (phones, laptops,. . . ) are
usually more portable than their "offline" pairs, it is much easier
to steal them or to access them without the owner’s knowledge.

Resources: because of the portability and size, the devices
usually have weaker hardware, so it becomes harder to defend
against e.g. DDoS attacks.

Accessibility: some wireless devices are usually left alone
(sensors, cameras,. . . ), so it is much more easier to physically
harm them.
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Threats

Accidental association: if two companies are close to each
other, then if the wireless networks are not well-protected, then
employees inside one building can accidentally connect to the
network of the other company.

Malicious association: a wireless device can pose as a valid
access point and steal passwords from the users who want to
connect to it (e.g. edUroam instead of eduroam).

Ad hoc networks: networks without any access points
(peer-to-peer connection between devices) can cause a serious
security risk because of the lack of a central point of control.

Identity theft: stealing the MAC address of authorized devices
may allow to attacker to pose as an authorized person.
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Threats - cont.

Nontraditional networks: bluetooth devices, barcode readers,
handheld PDA-s, wireless accessories (mouse, keyboard) operate
on a different kind of network. If an attacker is able to exploit
those networks, he/she can gain access to the main network (e.g.
connecting to the bluetooth keyboard to download malicious
software on the computer).

Denial of Service: since an attacker does not need a cable to
connect to an access point, it is easy for him/her to bombard it
with packets in the hope that it causes a shutdown.

Network injection: network injection targets access points that
are exposed to nonfiltered network traffic. If the attacker sends
e.g. reconfiguration commands to the access point, he/she can
change the settings of the AP, thus potentially change the
network as well.
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Wireless protection techniques

1 Signal-hiding techniques: one way to protect a wireless
network is to try to "make it similar" to a wired one, by reducing
signal strength (so noone can access it from outside the
building), hiding the identifier (SSID) of the network, using
directional antennas, creating multiple "fake" SSID-s for
confusing the attacker, etc.

2 Encryption techniques: if we encrypt the wireless transmission,
then we can protect against attackers as long as we are able to
secure the encryption keys.
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Securing wireless networks

Use a strong encryption: WPA, WPA2, WPA2-Enterprise, etc.
(not WEP).

Use antivirus, firewall, anti spy- and malware.

Turn off SSID broadcasting. This will only protect against
"amateur" attackers, since there are multiple ways to find out
hidden SSIDs.

Change the default router identifier, login id and password. This
will protect against bots which try to automatically connect to
routers by their default information.

Filter the devices (by MAC address) which can gain access to the
network. Of course if an attacker gains one of these MAC
addresses then he/she can exploit this filtering, so this is not
enough to protect your network.



Mobile device security

A couple years ago company networks were regulated by IT
professionals, and the only way to access these networks was by
actually sitting behind a company-owned computer. Thus it was easy
to educate the workforce about the secure usage of services. However
in recent years mobile devices, laptops, cloud-based applications are
becoming more and more frequent and companies start to use more
and more online services. Because of these reasons it became
impossible to train every individual how to securely manage their
devices (different brand of phones, laptops, too few IT professionals).
So the best thing what a company can do is to implement a strict
security policy which needed to be followed by every employee.
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Security threats for mobile devices

Lack of physical security controls: since mobile devices are
usually portable, it is easy to move them between places, and
"forget them" at a restaurant, bar, etc.

Usage of untrusted mobile devices: even if a company issues
company-regulated mobile devices, almost every user have their
own phones, tablets, etc. The company must strictly regulate and
forbid the usage of these devices and automatically label them as
"untrustworthy".

Usage of untrusted networks: if a user uses a company-owned
device on an open network (in shopping centres, airports,. . . )
then if an attacker is able to compromise that network, he/she
can access the user’s device as well.
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Security threats for mobile devices - cont.

Usage of untrusted content: most companies uses QR codes in
their advertisements, so potential users can visit their websites
with "one click". However an attacker can easily exploit this by
creating a QR code for a malicious site and embedding it in a
"valid-looking" advertisement.

Usage of third-party applications: although Google Play and
iStore analyses the programs before making it available to users
for download, sometimes (actually very frequently) malicious
software finds its way to these platforms (in mid-2020 the new
iOS update exposed dozens of apps for collecting user clipboard
data).
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Security threats for mobile devices - cont.

Interaction with other systems: different synchronization
options and software allows users to "treat all their devices as
one big device". However if one device gets infected, the others
will as well.

Usage of location services: although enabling GPS coordinates
can be fun and useful in telling our friends where we are at the
moment, attackers can also use these informations to know
where our device is (or where we are not present). So if an
attacker knows that we are eating 30 min away from our home,
then he/she will have at least 30 mins to break into our house.
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Mobile Device Security Strategy

A security strategy consists of three main parts:

1 Device security: using a PIN code, turning off auto-complete,
omit the usage of rooted devices, turn on TLS/SSL protection,
remote wipe,. . .

2 Traffic security: encrypting network traffic between the device
and the company network by using VPN, SSL certificates, IPv6
(the IPSec protocol is a part of the IPv6 standard). A good
method for traffic security is to have a two layer authentication
protocol: first authenticate the device, then the user.

3 Barrier security: company-side security measures tailored
towards mobile devices (limiting accessible data, using firewalls,
etc.).
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Institute of Electronics and Electrical Engineers

IEEE802 is a family of standards for network management. It has
multiple active and disbanded working groups (e.g. the active 802.1
for Higher Layer LAN workgroup or the disbanded 802.20 Mobile
Broadband Wireless Access workgroup). For us the important one is
the active 802.11 Wireless LAN (WLAN) & Mesh (Wi-Fi
certification) working group which is responsible for creating
standards and protocols for wireless networking. Among the 802.11
protocols and standards, regular users can be familiar with the
b,g,n,ac ones. For example 802.11b is a protocol which uses 2.4 GHz
frequency, 22 MHz bandwith to provide up to 11 MBit/s data rate for
up to 35 meters (indoor) or 140 meters (outdoor). Similarly 802.11ac
describes the 5G gigabit wireless network which routers use (do not
confuse with the (in)famous 5G mobile network) and 802.11n the
300/600 megabit 2.4/5G network.
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IEEE802 architecture

Every IEEE802 standard has three main layers, namely:

1 Pyhsical layer: the description of signal
encoding/decoding/transmission functions and methods and the
specification of the trasmission medium. For 802.11 it includes
the specifications for antenna characteristics, frequency, etc.

2 Media access control: this layer is responsible for
creating/disassembling a frame for the transmitted data. This
includes assembling the data into data frames (MAC protocol
data units), error detection, addressing and accessing the
transmitting/receiving medium. This layer gets the data from a
higher layer in a MAC service data unit, takes it apart, checks for
errors, finds out the destination, then packs it in a MPDU.
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IEEE802 architecture - cont.

3 Logical link control: the older data-link control protocols were
responsible for error detection and error correction as well,
however in the newer LAN protocol this is split between the
MAC layer and the LLC layer. The MAC layer is responsible for
detecting errors and dropping faulty frames, while LLC is
responsible for keeping track of the successfully transmitted
ones and the retransmission of the unsuccessful frames.
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Architecture of an Extended Service Set

William Stallings: Cryptography and Network Security, Principles
and Practice, 6. edition, 2014.
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Wired Equivalend Privacy

The original 802.11 specification included the WEP as part of the
privacy portion of the standard. This is very outdated, very weak and
can be broken with basically any computer by using e.g. aircrack-ng.
So let us simply forget that it ever existed and move on.

Wi-Fi Protected Access

The successor of WEP is the WPA, which eliminates the problems
with its predecessors and also eliminates almost every security issues
regarding 802.11. It is also known as 802.11i (actually one year after
WPA was announced, it was already upgraded to it WPA2, so 802.11i
refers to WPA2). The final form of the 802.11i standard is called
Robust Security Network (RSN).
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RSN

The RSN specification defines three main services:

1 Authentication: protocols defining exchange between users and
authentication servers, which consist of mutual authentication
and the generation of temporary keys.

2 Access control: this function enforces the use of the
authentication function, routes the messages properly, and
facilitates key exchange. It can work with a variety of
authentication protocols.

3 Privacy with message integrity: data from the MAC layer
(LLC PDU) are connected with a message integrity code and
then encrypted.
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RSN phases

The above three services might be implemented for the following
distinct situations:

1 Two wireless stations in the same BSS communicating through
the AP.

2 Two wireless stations in the same BSS communicating directly.

3 Two wireless stations in different BSS communicating via their
APs.

4 A wireless station communicating with an end station on a wired
network via its AP and the distribution system.

However in reality the 802.11i security is only concerned about the
communication between the stations and the access points.
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RSN architecture

With the above statement in mind communications through RSN are
performed through the following steps:

1 Discovery: the AP uses messages to advertise its security policy.
A wireless station catches the messages and identifies and
chooses the preferred access point. The AP and user agrees on an
authentication mechanism and a cipher suite (the user can only
choose from the list presented by the AP).

2 Authentication: the AS and station talks to each other (EAP)
through the AP and prove their identities to each other. The AP
blocks every traffic which is not related to the authentication.
Apart from this, the AP only acts as a bridge, so it is not
participating in the authentication.
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RSN architecture - cont.

3 Key generation: the AP and station communicates with each
other and generates keys which are placed on the stations and
AP. This step is only done between the user and the AP.

4 Protected data transfer: the stations can communicate with
each other through the AP. Since the stations does not know each
other’s keys, then the connection is not end-to-end secure, but
only end-to-AP secure.

5 Connection termination: the AP and the station deletes the
keys and every identification data used during the previous
phases and the connection is restored to the original state.



Thank you for your attention!


